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ABSTRACT  

 

The investigation and measurement of particle emissions from foundation brakes require the use of a special 

adaptation of inertia dynamometer test systems.  To have proper measurements for particle mass and particle 

number, the sampling system needs to minimize transport losses and reduce residence times inside the brake 

enclosure.  Despite the availability of spreadsheets to estimate key transport losses (diffusion, turbophoretic, 

contractions, gravitational, bends, and sampling isokinetics), they do not enable the assessment of the turbulent 

flow and associated particle dynamics inside the brake enclosure, which is anticipated to be important.  This 

paper presents a Design of Experiments (DOE) approach using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to predict 

the flow within a dynamometer enclosure under relevant operating conditions. The systematic approach allows 

the quantification of turbulence intensity, mean velocity profiles, and residence times.  The factors of the DOE 

include: a) airflow level, b) brake size, c) rotor style, d) caliper position, e) brake rotation, f) brake rotational 

speed, and g) fixture style. Numerical simulations are performed using NGA, a high-order, multi-physics large-

eddy simulation code. The CFD code is coupled with a conservative immersed boundary method to handle 

complex geometries. The second part of the study investigates the flow behaviour and the associated isokinetics 

near the sampling plane in the different nozzles that feed the air samples to the various instruments.  In order to 

better understand the transport and fate of solid particles, the model will simulate particle inceptions using 

parameters for Arizona fine dust. 

Some of the unique aspects of this investigation include the combination of advanced fluid dynamics techniques 

(i.e., large-eddy simulation, immersed boundary method, and Lagrangian particle tracking) with a systematic 

approach (DOE).  This allows the assessment of the interactions and effects of the different factors which may be 

present during a dynamometer test for brake emissions.  In addition, the DOE methodology provides (in addition 

to the traditional visualization tools from the CFD), actual metrics to characterize and validate (or negate) test 

conditions to use during physical testing.  The second part of the work relates to isokinetics at the sampling 

plane, provides means to verify the air regimes around the sampling nozzles. Any potential interactions among 

the nozzles observed during the CFD simulations will help validate the isokinetics calculations performed 

initially using a spreadsheet technique and legacy particle dynamics methods. 
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